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South America'

The Andean Society, London This society has been formed to promote
interest of all kinds in the Andes, to exchange information, and to promote
facilities for first-hand study of the Andes and their influence on the surround
ing areas. It exists in a spirit of mutual inquiry, and forms a clearing-house for
the experience of its members. As an organisation covering a fairly wide range
of interests which may be pursued in and around the Andes, it is in a position
to put members of similar interests in touch with each other to their mutual
benefit, and to put members in touch with relevant organisations and indivi
duals in South America. By providing the means of travel to and from the
Andes for members (one or more charter flights from England to Peru are
envisaged for 1971), the Society hopes to encourage more people to follow
their interests, where they may before have been discouraged by the very high
costs. Further details from the Secretary (Miss B. M. Griffiths), 25 Coleherne
Road, London SW10.

Colombia

CENTRAL CORDILLERA

Nevada del Huila, believed to be about 5350 m high (c 17,553 ft) and also the
highest point of this range, was attempted by ajoint American-Colombian party
in early 1969. Bad weather and exhaustion forced the party to abandon the
attempt not far from the summit of the northern peak. The climbers observed
the existence of fumaroles in the main summit, the central peak. Another
attempt is contemplated by the same party in early 1970.

Peru

Case for lightly-equipped parties There is a need for new attitudes towards
climbing here. Once a person is acclimatised, most of the peaks can be attempted
Alpine-style by small groups. Come by plane, include your bivouac gear and
buy most of your food in Peru. This gives you a great choice of climbing areas
on arrival and lessens the strain and influence, often negative, on local Andean
populations. John Ricker

1 Except where otherwise stated, we are indebted to H. Adams Carter and Evelio
Echevarria C. for the majority of this information.
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Proposed new guide-book: difficulty with names ofpeaks I am preparing
a climbing guide to the Peruvian Andes, and would be grateful if anyone with
information whom I have not yet contacted, would get in touch with me at
R.R. No One, Wellington, British Colombia, Canada, or through the Alpine
Club of Canada, who will publish the guide.

I have found that considerable confusion is generated when a peak is named
without regard to the customs of the host country, or named several times by
different expeditions. The Peruvian Government will accept the locally used
quechua names for mountains. Often names exist, but there may be no one
in the region at the time of your visit; also, there may be more than one name
for your mountain, so care is needed before deciding the peak is unnamed.
Descriptive names rendered into quechua, or at least Spanish, are acceptable
if no local name exists. I will be happy to get descriptive names in English
translated into quechua for any group climbing in Peru. Names of relatives,
patrons, saints, and geographic features of your homeland, are unacceptable
and, worse, tactless and offensive. John Ricker

CORDILLERA BLANCA 1969

Nevado Chopicalqui, 20,998 ft, first ascent of South-east ridge
M. Clarbrough, G. Wayatt, 21 June; descent by South-west ridge. Article
p 13·

Other climbs by this party (British-Australian expedition: other members
Miss Faye Kerr and Richard Whiteley) included an ascent of the Cashan
Oeste (West Peak) on 2 June (G. Wayatt, Miss F. Kerr) and the second ascent
of Chopicalqui Chico, 18,390 ft, the peak at the base of the East ridge, by
Miss Kerr alone, on 23 June. They were also active in the Raura and Vilcanota
ranges (see below).

Nevado Huascaran, 22,205 ft, first ascent of West ridge 15 June. F. Broda,
S. Merler, B. Segger. Article p 13I.

German expedition 1969: Alpamayo East ridge and nearby peaks The
chief objective of the six-man Munich Andean Expedition (Klaus Schrencken
bach) was to make a new route up the East ridge of Alpamayo, 19,510 ft (see
A.J. 69 [35] and 74 [116]). The ascent was accomplished with considerable
difficulty on 26 June by H. Schmidt and W. Weinzierl. Descent by the South
face. Members of the expedition also made the following new routes:..

Pico 'Sentilo', 17,684ft, by the West face, 17 June;
Artesonraju, 19,766 ft, by the South face, 24June;
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Quitaraju, 19,850 ft, by the South ridge, 6 July.

In addition, first ascents were made of 'Arhueicocha', c 17,717 ft, and of an
unnamed mountain 17,880 ft in height.

Height ofAlpamayo Further to the note in A.i. 74 249 it should be recorded
that it was established as long ago as 1959 (A.A.J. I960 26) that the peak is less
than 6000 m. This confirmed Schneider's earlier remarkably accurate measure
ment of 5950 m. See also A.i. 72 18.

History ofexploration The book by Cesar Morales Arnao, reviewed on P 307
below, summarises the history of the Cordillera Blanca 1908-67.

CORDILLERA HUAYHUASH 1969

Jirishanca, 20,100 ft, first ascent of West face Lecco expedition (leader
R. Cassin) on 6 July. Article p I.

Yerupaja, 21,765 ft, first ascent ofEast ridge This route, previously attempted
by Scottish parties (A.J. 70 245 and 72 284), was climbed by the Austrians
Sepp Mayerl and Egon Wurm on 22-4 June, with three bivouacs. Peter
Habeler and Reinhold Messner climbed the North-east face to within 50 m of
the top, unaware of the British-American ascent of the previous year (A.J. 74
IS),

Yerupaja Chico, 20,089 ft, first ascent of South-west face P. Habeler,
R. Messner, 23 June in eight hours, by the ice-fall.

CORDILLERA RAURA

The British-Australian party 1969 prior to visiting the Cordillera Blanca
(see above), made the first ascent of a fine peak, unofficially called Yarupa
Chico, 17,061 ft, on 29 April (M. Clarbrough, R. Whiteley, Miss F. Kerr).
The same party made an ascent of Nevado Yanco (16,437 ft), on I May; in late
July this was also ascended by the Peruvians Terencio Jimenez and Maximo
Luna, and the American Joe Gross.

CORDILLERA VILCABAMBA

Pumasillo area: Australian expedition 1969 Australian Andean expedition.
Richard Bennett, Dot Butler, Mike Feller, John Gamlen, Jack Higgs (deputy
leader), Keith McNaughton, John Retchford, Dr John Sutton, Ross Wyborn
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Pumasillo - Yanama area 1969
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117 P"masilio-Y01wma area showing the activities of the Alistrali01/
expedition Ig69 Map based on material supplied by the expedition. See also
A.J. 74 [120] for a more general map of the area

(leader). We established Base Camp towards the end of June, west of the
Yanama Pass (about 15,000 ft) on a grassy ledge slightly above the valley floor,
dominated by Lasunayoc, the expedition's highest objective [1I8].

Dot Butler, Richard Bennett, John Retchford, Mike Feller, Keith
Mc Taughton and John Gamlen then made the first ascent of the rocky peak
of Asolccocha (17,794 ft), which is the first peak of the Yanama Range. The



I 18 LaslI1zayoc. 19.559 ft. showing the route taken from the Lasunayoc Col
and the location of Camp 2 on the North-east ridge. This and following
photos: Ross Wyborn

J J 9 Yallaccacca.
18.702 ft showing
the upper pari of
the route taken.
The summit itself
is hidden behind
the false summit



120 The three peaks of Yanaccacca showing the upper section of the South-
west face which drops an estimated 10,000 ft to the jungle below. The
highest peak (centre) was climbed by the expedition from the other side-see
[119]; the two other peaks remain unclimbed. Lasunayoc (centre) and Sacsarayoc
(left) are shown in the background (see [I 18] for a view from the other side)

expedition then divided into two groups, the first to attempt the ice-peaks south
of Yanama Pass and the second to attempt other peaks on the Yanama Range.

The most impressive peak south of Yanama Pass was the unclimbed peak of
Yanaccacca (18,702 ft) [119]. John Retchford and Ross Wyborn had recon
noitred a route to this peak from Yanama Pass, and a camp was established
directly beneath the North-east face on 25 June. The camp was eventually
occupied by Jack Higgs, Mike Feller, John Retchford and Ross Wyborn on
4 July for an attempt on the summit. After a late start next morning the four
front-pointed up a steep ice-gully for 500 ft to gain the summit ridge. Some
difficult ice-climbing led to what they thought was the summit, but they were
disappointed to find the summit was an ice-tower about fifty yds further along
the narrow ridge. There was no chance of reaching it that day. Two days later,
with an earlier start and the aid of the old steps, they reached the base of the
ice-tower which was overhanging on two sides and nearly vertical elsewhere.
John Retchford finally cut his way to the top of this magnificent summit and
the others reached the top in turn. The view was spectacular looking down
the western faces which dropped almost sheer for 10,000 ft to thejungle below
[120]. The following day they returned to Base Camp.

Meanwhile, John Sutton, John Gamlen, Richard Bennett and Keith
McNaughton had occupied a camp under Nengroyoc in the Yanama Range.
On 5 July they reconnoitred the East ridge of the higher South Peak (18,090 ft),
and the following day they returned to complete the climb. The party was able
to move together up most of the ridge, which was generally snow with some
incidence of rotten rock. A steep couloir of loose snow overlaying bad rock
finally led the party to the summit at 2.3opm. The next day the same party set
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out to climb Ccellacoccha (18,177 ft), the highest peak of the Yanama Range.
With some difficulty they crossed the orth ridge of engroyoc Oil scree
slopes and then climbed on to the North ridge of their objective. Mixed climbing
led to the splinter of ice which formed the summit. ot being able to climb this
they ceremonially cut the top off the mountain with their ice-axes.

On 9 July the whole team was back in Base Camp reorganising and doing the
general chores of washing and mending. John Sutton, John Carnien, Keith
Mc aughton and Ross Wyborn then reoccupied the Yanaccacca camp and
made the ascent of the unnamed peak (18,766 ft) between Quishuar and the
Yanaccacca group. The next day they returned to bivouac near the base of this
peak with the intention of climbing Quishuar (18,947 ft), which was first
climbed by the Japanese in 1956. Leaving the bivouac site early on 13 July,
they traversed further along the range to complete the ascent. Unfortunately,
they were unable to get compass-bearings on the unmapped country to the
south due to cloud in the afternoon.

During this time, Jack Higgs, John Retchford, Dot Butler and Richard Bennett
had a pleasant trip down the Yanama valley and up grassy slopes to a beautiful
lake beneath the peak of Yanacocha (17,838 ft). An attempt on the North ridge
of Yanacocha was thwarted by a large gap which separated the ridge from the
ice-cap. A different approach was taken on 13 July, when a complicated route
was taken up the rotten rock on the orth face. It was 4pm by the time the
party reached the ice-cap. Hoping to get down before nightfall, Dot and
Richard turned back while Jack and John went on to the summit. The two
succeeded in cutting their way to the tvp through ice which resembled a sea of
frozen waves about 3 ft high, tilted at an angle of 45°. Darkness caught both
ropes on the Jorth face, and because of the intricate route they had no option
but to bivouac for the night and continue the descent next morning. They spent
a long, cold night sitting on small ledges of rubble.

Having completed all the proposed objectives in the south, ten mules were
hired from a local muleteer to move the Base Camp about two miles closer to
Lasunayoc. This was completed by 18 July and preparations were made for an
attempt on the unclimbed orth-east ridge of Lasunayoc (19,559 ft) [1I8].
Eight climbers packed heavy loads through deep snow to establish a camp
about 400 ft below Lasunayoc col. Jack Higgs, Keith McNaughton, John
Sutton and John Carnien occupied this camp and on the following day recon
noitred a route from Lasunayoc col to the North-east ridge. The route wound
its way through an ice-fall where a rope was fixed to aid load-carrying up a
difficult section. A good site for Camp 2 was found on a flat section of the ridge
with a spectacular view of the jagged eastern aspects of the Pumasillo group.
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The same team established a camp at this site on 22 July before descending to
Base Camp.

Meanwhile, Richard Bennett, ike Feller, John Retchford and Ross Wyborn
who had been packing loads to Camp I, moved on up to Camp 2. John and
Ross spent one day cutting and kicking steps up the first 400 ft of the ridge, then
on the next day, with Mike and Richard, attempted the summit. Finding
dangerous, loose ice and cornices on the crest of the ridge they tried the loose
rock on the northern side. The rock also turned out to be a bad route, so the
party retreated to camp. Mike was sick on the morning of 27 July, so he and
Richard stayed in camp while John and Ross made another attempt. This time
they traversed on to the East face to avoid the difficulties on the ridge. Some
strenuous front-pointing in unstable snow led them to the bottom of an ice
couloir. Two delicate pitches using ice-screw belays led to easier slopes and the
summit. After an exciting 120 ft abseil down the ice-couloir the climbers
returned to camp just on dark. Mike was still sick the following day but he was
determined to make the climb, so the four repeated the climb, taking a movie
camera to film the ascent. Mike's sickness was later found to be hepatitis, and
within a week other members of the team went down with the disease. Keith
McNaughton, John Sutton and Faye Kerr, another Australian, visiting Base
Camp, repeated the ascent of Lasunayoc on 10 August.

Before leaving the mountains on 15 August, a number of first ascents were
made on the range running south from Lasunayoc. Also, John Retchford and
Ross Wyborn completed a ten-day mapping trip to the Sacsara valley and made
the first ascent of a flat-topped snow peak and the second ascent of Ttiyuyoc
(first climbed by the American Andean Expedition 1956, who also made the
first ascent of Lasunayoc).

On returning to Lima a number of the climbers were still suffering from hepa
titis and could not participate in the final tests of the medical research
programme. These were carried out by Dr John Sutton at a high-altitude
research laboratory situated in the small mining town of Morrococha (altitude
15,000 ft), which is forty miles from Lima. Blood samples were taken from the
climbers during, and after, controlled physical exercise. Samples were flown
to Australia for determinations such as growth-hormone and cortisol. Results
will be compared with previous tests carried out at sea-leyel and in a decom
pression chamber without acclimatisation.

Summary of ascents made:

Quishuar
18,947 ft

13 July Second ascent: Gamlen, Ie augh
ton, Sutton, Wyborn
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Unnamed peak South-east 23
of Lasunayoc col
18,144 ft

6 July

II July

28 June

First ascent, by North ridge:
Bennett, Gamlen, McNaughton,
Sutton
First ascent, by North face: Higgs,
Retchford
First ascent: McNaughton, Sutton

First ascent: Feller, Higgs, Retch
ford, Wyborn
Second ascent: Gamlen,
McNaughton
First ascent: Bennett, Butler, Feller,
Gamlen, McNaughton, Retchford

ew route and traverse: Sutton,
Wyborn
First ascent by East ridge: Bennett,
Gamlen, McNaughton, Sutton

Second ascent by new route: Butler,
McNaughton

Third ascent: Higgs, Sutton,
Wyborn
Fourth ascent: Bennett, Feller,
Retchford
Second ascent: Gamlen, Higgs,
McNaughton, Sutton

First ascent: Retchford, Wyborn

First ascent: same party

First ascent: Feller, Higgs

Third ascent: Bennett, Butler
Fourth ascent: Bennett, Kerr, M.
and R. Wyborn
Second ascent: Retchford, Wyborn

"

"

"
8

7

7

6 August

7

26

28

18

24 June

13

26

28

II August

13 "

Unnamed peak between
Quishuar and Yanaccacca
group
18,766 ft
Yanaccacca*
18,702 ft
Quellucocha*
18,360 ft
Asolccocha*
17,794 ft

Nengroyoc (South
Peak)*
18,°9° ft
Nengroyoc (North
Peak)*
18,04° ft
Ccelloccocha*
18,177 ft

Yanacocha
17,838 ft
Unnamed peak West of
Yanacocha
Unnamed peak North of
Yanama Pass
16,930 ft

Ttiyuyoc
17,660 ft
Unnamed peak North
east of Ttiyuyoc



121 Cordillera Vilcanota: two of the peaks climbed by Miss Faye Kerr
Marked as Peaks 5 and 6 on the party's sketch map (not published).
Photo: M. Clarbrough

"

10 August

4 August

26 July
27

First ascent: Retchford, Wyborn

First ascent: Bennett, McNaughton,
Retchford, Wyborn

First ascent: same party

First ascent: Gamlen, Higgs
Third ascent, new route by North
east ridge and East face: Retchford,
Wyborn
Fourth ascent: Bennett, Feller,
Retchford, Wyborn
Fifth ascent: Kerr, McNaughton,
Sutton

"
28

Uunamed peak South of
Lasunayoc
Unnamed second peak
North-east of
Tayancayoc*
Unnamed peak North
east of Tayancayoc
Tayancayoc*
Lasunayoc
19,559 ft

• Indicates a local name not yet officially approved.
Ross Wyborn

CORDILLERA VILCANOTA

Ausangate, 20,788 ft, first ascent of North-east ridge 1969 H. Schmid and
W. Weinzierl of the Munich expedition (see p 211 above), achieved this on 31
July.

The British-Australian expedition (see above) climbed six peaks in August
1969 (M. Clarbrough, Miss F. Kerr, G. Wayatt) [121].

IS
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122 Apolobamba area showing the activities of the Spanish party 1969.
From material supplied by the expedition. See also A.J. 65176 for 1 :5°,000
map of the 1959 expedition.

Bolivia

CORDILLERA APOLOBAMRA

Spanish expedition 1969 This frontier range, which Bolivia shares with Peru,
was visited by a Spanish party of eight, led by Arturo Bargay. The Spaniards,
from Manresa, a Catalonian district, and of the Centro Excursionista de Bages,
operated pretty much in the same area as the British Imperial College expedi
tion of 1959 (A.i. 65175) and of the 1968 German expedition (A.J. 74 241).
They made the first ascent of nineteen summits and the second of peaks 5390 m
(17,684 ft); 5640 m (18,504 ft); and Ascarani, 5580 m (18,307 ft). The Spaniards
confirmed the German report of last year that the proper version of the name
of Azucarani should indeed be Ascarani.

The expedition's activities are shown in map [122], which gives the names of
peaks which the expedition has submitted to the Bolivian authorities. The
most difficult climb was 'Montserrat', which involved hard climbing on iced
rock; but 'Manresa' and Ascarani were also hard, with dangerous cornices
and very steep walls. The expedition then moved south to Illimani (see below).
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German (Munich) expedition 1969 The party mentioned on pp 211 and
219 above also did the first traverse of Chaupi Orco, 19,830 ft, and Chaupi
Orco Norte, 19,686 ft, on 21 August. K. Schrenckenbach made by himself on
25 August the first ascents of two other peaks 18,045 ft and 18,373 ft, on the
ridge west-north-west of Soral Oeste, on 25 August.

CORDILLERA REAL 1969

Condoriri Norte, 5650 m, first ascent of South-west ridge John Hudson,
Roman Lamba, R. and Elspeth Whewell; 14 June. Total height gained about
600 m; snow and ice.

Murarata, 5800 m, first ascent of South-west ridge John Hudson (see
P 343 below), R. Whewell; 20-22 June. Total height gained about 800 m.
We had one bivouac after the approach and another at 5720 m, just before the
end ofthe difficulties. Bad rock, powder-snow, water-ice, neve; a beautiful line.

Roger Whewell

Italian expedition This group (leader Annibale Bonicelli) entered the range
from the north and placed a camp in the neighbourhood of the 'Dark Lake',
or Chearcota, from which they ascended a number of high peaks and points
well over 19,000 ft, located between Ancohuma and Illampu. They named
these peaks Yacuma (apparently a corruption of the word Ancohuma or
Jancouma), numbering them I to V, from south to north. Yacuma V (6056 m
or 19,870 ft) was the only one of these peaks which had been previously
ascended (by the Japanese Mukou expedition of 1964-see A.A.J. I965 455)
and had been named Huayna Illampu. This ascent was not repeated by the
Italians, who ascended instead four other peaks. Since exact heights have not
been announced by them, it is not certain if the peaks listed on the Troll-Hein
map of 1928 were the ones they climbed. This map places the following peaks
between Illampu and Ancohuma: point 5993 m, point 6056 m (Huayna
Illampu), point 6050 m, a gap or pass at 5852 m, point 5955 m and point 5970 m
(from north to south).

On 10 August 1969, two members of the same expedition made the first ascent
of Ancopiti V (5839 m or 19,157 ft).

German expedition The Bayerischen Naturfreunden Anden-Expedition
(leader Rudolf Knott) was active in the Linco, Chacapa and the end of the
Negruni groups making the first ascent of twenty-five summits ranging from
17,200 to 18,000 ft. On I June and again on the loth, the fine peak of Condoriri,
now measured by Bolivians as 5648 m high (18,530 ft), was ascended via the
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North-west ridge, a new route (Rudolf Knott and Peter Schleyer, and Otto
Ekkehart and Manfred Zimmer). Afterwards, the same four climbers men
tioned opened on Huayna Potosi (Caeca Aca, 19,996 ft) another route, on its
South-west ridge, with two bivouacs. A traverse of the main summits of Illi
mani from north to south was also accomplished (6442 m, 6350 m and 6462 m).
The expedition then went to the Quimsa Cruz-see below.

Illimani, 6440 m,l first ascent of North ridge by Spanish expedition
After our climbs in the north end of the range (see above) we achieved this
ascent, which we consider to be the most difficult and longest in the Cordillera
Real. It involved seven days of hard going, with ice-slopes up to 70° and
threatening weather. Added to this was a fusillade from the armed forces of
Bolivia!

This last probably stemmed from a legend of Illimani. In the year 1938 a
private plane crashed on its North ridge, and, according to the legend, it was
loaded with gold. Because of this curious incident, patrols, adventurers,
guerrilla fighters, armed militiamen and local farmers are constantly seeking
the plane. Probably the discovery of climbers on the untrodden North ridge
of Illimani made others believe that we were also seeking this plane. Thanks
to a thick fog that hid us from the Bolivian marksmen, and also thanks to one
expedition member who selflessly decided to go down to warn the soldiers,
this incident did not go further; however, it will doubtless appear in mount
aineering history.

The last 5000 ft involved five camps; and no less than fifteen rappels of 180 ft
were required on the descent [124]. Arturo Bargay

German (Berlin) expedition: South ridge of Illampu, and other
peaks To celebrate the centenary of the Berlin section of the D.A.V., eight
climbers from the section, led by Gerhard Schutte, visited this area as well as
the Cordillera de Apolobamba. They tackled the South ridge of Illampu,
20,873 ft, and after one bivouac reached the summit. Two members of the
expedition also ascended Pico del Norte, 19,784 ft, while at the same time three
others made the first ascent of an unnamed point to the south-east of Pico
del Norte, c 18,700 ft in height, which they named Gorra de Hielo.

1 The Spaniards, apparently accepting Hans Ertl's Claim (Mountain World I953 PP
150-3), tackled the North peak of IIIimani believing it to be the highest of the mountain
at 6480 m. However, this peak was measured by the Austrian 1928 expedition as only
6440 m high, while the southern peak of IIIimani, ascended by the Conway expedition
in 1898, has been measured as 6462 m by the Bolivian Boundary Commission, and as
6458 m by the Chilean Boundary Commission. Evelio Echevarria
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QUIMSA CRUZ

German expedition 1969 In July this expedition moved from the Cordillera
Real (see above) to the north end of this range, where the first ascent of five
peaks was made, Agujon (5300 m, 17,390 ft), Torreni de Catalina (5280 m,
17,323 ft), peaks 5240 m, 5250 and 5240 m, so far unnamed. The third ascent of
Yunque ('The Anvil') was also made. Heights given by the Germans are some
600 ft lower than those obtained by their predecessors in this range.

Altogether this expedition climbed thirty-four peaks, of which thirty were first
ascents. The leader, Rudolf 'Rudi' Knott (27, from Altmuhlsdorf) was
subsequently killed on 20 November in a road accident.

Chile and Argentina

CENTRAL BOUNDARY AREAS 1969

Piuquenes area Four students of the State's university at Santiago placed a
camp on the international pass ofPiuquenes, in early February 1969. From this
camp, the following ascents were made: Cerro Puente Alto, 13,878 ft (G.
Freixas, C. Rodriguez), Cerro Mirador del Piuquenes, 15,190 ft (Freixas and
Jose Troncoso), both third ascents, and the first of Cerro Chocolate, 13,316 ft
(by the latter two); these peaks are located on the border ridge. Rodriguez and
the fourth climber, Juan Escobar, crossed the border into Argentina and
traversed the three hitherto unclimbed summits of Cerro Palomares, 13,977 ft,
Cerro El Penon, II,8II ft, and Cerro Gran Abanico, 12,055 ft, all on 10
February.

Tunuyan valley, Japanese party Eight members of the Alpine Club of the
Japanese Defense Academy established their Base Camp in the military hut
in the Tunuyan valley, of the Argentinian province of Cuyo and attempted a
number of peaks that run north to south along the border with Chile. Two of
them, reinforced by Corporal Lucero, of the Argentinian army, made an ascent
of the great Cerro Negro (or Cerro Pabellon), 20,183 ft, on 2 January 1969.

The Japanese also made the second ascents of Cerro Amarillo del Maipo
(4560 m, 14,961 ft) and Cerro de la Laguna (5178 m, 16,990 ft), an ascent of
Maipo volcano (5290 m, 17,356 ft) and the first ascent of Cerro Gorro 'Cap
Mountain'), 4960 m, 16,273 ft, the latter on 5 February.
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Patagonia

Border of Northern ice-cap, New Zealand expedition 196c)-70 Fiftieth
Anniversary expedition of the Tararua Tramping Club, Wellington. Alan
C. Bibby, Patrick M. Gresham, C. Robert Gunn, David J. Launder, Claudio
Lucero M (Chile), John M. Tankervis, Gordon Vickers (leader), Ray Vickers.

Punta Arenas customs presented none of the difficulties we had expected, and
by 21 November we had reached our Base Camp at the head of Lago Leon,
1000 ft. After some days of reconnoitring we established Camp 2, 6500 ft,
near a 7150 ft colon the main divide-see map [123]. We had cut a track
through thick bush to Camp I, 3700 ft, thus by-passing the tumultuous lower
sections of the Leon glacier. From Camp I to Camp 2 the route followed an easy
section of the glacier then climbed steeply towards the col. Camp 2 was to serve
as an advanced base from which excursions were to be made on to the ice-cap.
Beyond Camp 2 we would use no fixed camps, but travel with all our equipment
as we usually do in New Zealand.

A storm delayed us for six days, but on 13 December we left with twelve days
food for attempts on San Valentin, 13,310 ft, and nearby peaks. Even after
careful selection of gear we had over 100 lb per man, and so pulled part of the
load on one-man sledges hastily fabricated from food tins. By 19 December
we were established in Camp 5, 8400 ft, ready to climb. We had followed the
'travel in any weather' philosophy as much as possible while on the ice-cap,
but had to wait for good weather in order to find a route up the ice-falls of
the Salud glacier.

On the first climbing day one party made ascents of Cerros Tararua, 12,700 ft
(previously Silberhorn or Titlis) and Fiero, 11,200 ft, while the second party
made an attempt on the South-west ridge of San Valentin. This was covered
with hard blue ice into which our crampon points would not bite, so we des
cended and tried a route to the east of the mountain. This gave us access to the
col between the Main and North-east peaks, but a sudden storm caused us to
abandon the attempt, so instead we climbed the North-east shoulder, twenty
minutes above us.

Bad weather continued, but on 23 December we were able to make an ascent
of San Valentin by the route previously found. A. Bibby, aided by three others,
filmed the ascent of Torre Tobler on the same day. (We have suggested this
new name for this peak, previously simply 'Torre', to commemorate Theo
Tobler, first leader of the expedition, who was killed on Mount Tasman, ew



124 Illimani from the north showing the route taken by the Spanish party 1969
(see p 222). Expedition photo

Zealand, in February 1968.) Again, a sudden storm robbed both parties of their
summit view, to the detriment of our mapping programme [125].

Now it was necessary to return to Camp 2 as fast as possible, as we had little
food and could not afford to be delayed by a storm. However, the next day
dawned fine, so two climbed Pamir (previously Pico Sur, renamed after
Lucero's club in Santiago) while the rest of the party broke camp.

Several days were spent in Base Camp over Christmas, during which time
the ice-cap was storm-bound and the weather overcast near the lake. This
was good, as the tabanus, a big biting fly, was kept at bay.

On 30 December Gresham, Lucero, and G. and R. Vickers (Party I) went down
the valley to send letters and collect more petrol for the boat, while the other
four (Party 2) returned to Camp 2 to complete movie work. It was decided that
only Party 2 would go south on the ice-cap while Party I went to the south-west
corner of the lake to attempt Aguda and reconnoitre the col to the Soler river.

While unloading our Zodiac boat near the Aguda stream we experienced a
12 ft wave caused by ice calving off the glacier, a phenomenon we had been
warned about but of which we had only seen minor examples. No gear was lost,
but we heeded the warning and carried the boat well up the beach.

We attempted the North face of Aguda from Camp AI, 2700 ft, following a
pleasant route up a series of gullies. About 300 ft from the top my foothold
broke away and struck Lucero, who was 200 ft below. His leg was badly bruised
so we abseiled off the face and walked him back to camp, bivouacking on the
way. Two days later the remaining three of us climbed the peak by the South
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ridge. We were in daily radio contact with Party 2, who had made good use of
the fine weather and climbed a number of peaks from Camp S3, 6200 ft.

One of the objects of both parties for the second part of the trip was to explore
the corridor of peaks to the south of the ice-cap (first mentioned by Shipton,
A.i. 69 187) and to determine the best access routes. Party 2 had reached
Turret, the most northerly of the peaks on the eastern side of the corridor, and
Party I had studied the rio Soler, the most likely access. It was obvious that
little more could be achieved in the few remaining days so the decision was
made to depart four days ahead of schedule. Base Camp was dismantled on
12 January 1970, fifty-two daysafterit was first occupied. Apart from our climb
ing, we also made the map at [123] from primasticcompass bearings; we hope to
improve it further and make a map of the corridor from photographs. We also
made a record of meteorological observations and re-took Hein's 1945 photo
graphs of the Leon glacier to assess the rate of retreat. Future parties may find
it helpful to know that transport was by air from Punta Arenas to Balmaceda,
as air fares and freight rates were cheaper than land transport quotations. Small
ships run on Lago General Cornera (alias Lago Buenos Aires) but delayed us
ten days as they do not run to a time-table. The farmers of the Leon valley
carried our two tons of equipment on two ox-carts. They wanted no payment
other than empty containers and surplus equipment at the end of the expedi
tion, an arrangement suiting both parties.

The obvious approach is via the rio Soler and hence the Nef glacier, allowing
access to the ice-cap without having to cross a high col. The unclimbed Cerro
Arco could be the main 'name' objective with the many unnamed corridor peaks
as secondary, but more challenging, objectives. The extent to which the bush
is burnt in the Soler suggests it contains as many farms as the Leon.

Skis were valuable, despite two of the members being novice skiers. Sledges
may be useful for long trips (ten miles or more) on the ice-cap. Food was
sealed in four-gallon tins, eight man-days per tin, a system that proved very
satisfactory. Generally we found conditions ~imilar to those in New Zealand
and that our normal gear was sufficient. Climbing gear was kept simple.
Experience showed that full bivouac equipment should be carried on climbs,
owing to the extremely fast and unpredictable weather changes.

We were given all possible help by every Chilean we met. The Chilean Govern
ment requires that at least one Chilean accompany an expedition, but if the
Federation of Mountain Clubs is contacted it can be arranged for this person
to be a climber. The Federation would have arranged all our transport by
military plane had we contacted them in time.
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Experience showed that a group of four, or two groups of four, in radio contact
are probably best. The latter has a greater safety margin but entails much more
organisation.

We were pleased to have arrived early in the season, as by January the snow was
soft, crevasses becoming much more of a problem. Summary of ascents made:

Tararua 20 December
12,700 ft
Fiero 20

"
1 1,200 ft
San Valentin 23

13,310 ft

Torre Tobler 23 "
9,600 ft

"

2 January 1970

Parnir
10,800 ft

Cristal
9000 ft

Mocho
8000 ft (?)
Helado
8200 ft
Hyades
10,100 ft

Siniolchu
8100 ft

Turret
7500 ft
Aguda
8600 ft

2

6

7

8

8

8

"

"

"

"

"

"

"

"

Launder, Gresham. By easy frozen
snow slopes from col to South
Gunn, Nankervis. By easy snow-slopes
from col to north
Gresham, Lucero, G. and R. Vickers.
Steep snow and serac field to summit
neve; easy slopes to summit
Bibby, Gunn, Nankervis, Launder. By
ridge from col to east; steep an~te with
some mushrooms; summit cone by
steep ice-tunnel with artificial pitch at
bottom
Lucero, R. Vickers. Easy snow until
last 300 ft, where exposed traverse to
north and sharp af(~te led to summit
Bibby, Launder, Nankervis, Gunn.
Easy frozen snow to vertical 60 ft
schrund., then moderate snow and ice
to summit
Bibby, Launder, Nankervis. West face
-easy frozen snow
Bibby, Gunn, Launder, Nankervis. By
West ridge; frozen snow and ice
Bibby, Gunn, Launder, Nankervis. By
basin to north-west, then easy snow to
summit
Bibby, Gunn. Traverse; from North
face to West ridge and descent by
North ridge and North-west face.
Very steep frozen snow on descent
Launder, Nankervis. By East face, easy
rock and snow to summit
Gresham, G. and R. Vickers. By glacier
to 7800 ft on South ridge, then poor
rock and short snow aretes to summit



125 Torre Tobler from Camp 5 The route of the first ascent lay along the
left-hand skyline ridge. Photo: G. Vickers

All climbs were first ascents except San Valentin which may be new route (see
A.J. 59432). All heights plus or minus 100 ft. All names except San Valentin
and Hyades subject to confirmation. Gordon Vickers

Japanese west-east crossing of the Southern ice-cap, 1969 Rokko Gakuin
Alpine Club expedition. 1. Ikawa, S. Iwata, H. Maekawa, K. Matsunaga,
H. Sakagami (leader).

Our expedition was to take place between 49° and 50° South. In this area Eric
Shipton's party had crossed the east side of Lautaro and Mariano Moreno from
north to south in 1961 (A.J. 67 250): the Garcia party of Chile had made a
return trip betweenExmouthfjordandLagoElectricoin 1962(A.A.J.I96] 516);
and finally, in 1964, an Argentinian party, approaching from the east, had
reached the summit of Lautaro (AJ. 70 142). We had hoped to land on
the Pio XI glacier, but on-the-spot inspection confirmed earlier advice that
it was not in good condition; indeed it had advanced 8 km since 1945, to judge
by an aerial photograph taken then. Accordingly, we decided to land at
Exmouth fjord to the south of the Pio XI glacier [126]; and then head south
east as planned to the pass between Mariano and the Riso Patron, from which
we would join Shipton's route to Estancia Cristina.

On 6-7 January Father Baeremaecker conveyed the party and their baggage
by boat from Puerto Eden to Exmouth fjord, and camp was set up about 5 km
from the ice-cap. On 26 January Camp 4 was pitched on the ice-cap, the party
having to carry up 600 kilos of supplies. Here the sledge was put together, and
two days later we set out on our sixty-one day crossing of the ice-cap. Snow or
sleet fell every day, but there was little wind. Half the baggage was carried on
the sledge for half a day and was then dumped on the snow and the party
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126 Patagonia: Southern ice-cap showing the route taken by the Japanese
party 1969. Map supplied by the expedition, slightly revised.
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returned to their tent taking Oil the rest of the baggage next day. With temper
atures around 10°+ at noon the snow was not really suitable for sledging; the
first three days of February were the only clear days we had during our sixty-one
days of travel. See [74] for panorama.

On 5 February we pitched our eighth camp at c 1500 m at the foot of the Pass
of Riso Patron, which we were intending to cross [127]. We reached the pass on
IS February and set up Camp IX at 2000 m. During the afternoon the weather
improved and we made preparations for our attack on Riso Patron, getting as
much equipment as possible up to the camp. It was obvious that if we did not
take advantage of the improved weather we should miss the chance of climbing
Riso Patron.

The next morning was cloudy but calm. Matsunaga and Maekawa left camp at
8am. They skied south-westwards across the extensive plateau forming the
summit of the pass and saw ahead a chain of six peaks, of which the sixth, and
most distant, appeared to be the highest. After four hours marching they
exchanged their skis for crampons; there was a slope of 30-40°, with ice beneath
the snow, and after climbing for three hours they reached the summit at 3.35pm
only to see another, and higher, summit beyond. There was not time to reach
this summit, and as they thought the weather would get worse they took some
photographs and then started the descent, getting back to camp at 9pm. It
was on this day that we saw two animals as big as cows near the Pass of Riso
Patron; we supposed that they were huemuLs (see A.J. 67 254). If so, the fact
that we found them there shows the wide range of their activities.

We had hoped to cross the pass on 18 February, but a violent storm raged all
day and we could not move. Next morning the storm had moderated a little and
we decided to continue our journey. Everything was buried in the snow and
we had to dig out the tent, sledge and baggage with ice-axes and a shovel. We
started about loam with 300 kilos of supplies on the sledge and crossed over to
the Argentine side of the pass. In the afternoon a terrible blizzard burst upon
us and increased to such violence that about 3pm we decided to pitch the tent
(Camp 10, c 1750 m) while it was still possible. We were unable to go on for
ten days.

We awoke on 24 February to find 3 m of snow and the tent completely buried;
we had to dig a trench in front of it and get in under the snow, and so for the
next five days we were living in a snow-hole. Every day we had to dig out the
sledge, but the snow fell faster than we could dig. Conditions were dreadful
in our snow-hole, everything wet, including the sleeping bags. By the last day
of February we had only sufficient food for seven days and it was obvious that
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at least that time would be needed to reach Estancia Cristina. We were also
concerned about one of the party who was unwell. We decided to leave next day.
We would have to abandon the sledge because we had been unable to dig it out,
but we estimated that we could each carry about twenty kilos. We took one
tent, ice-axes, and food and a 40 m climbing rope.

We woke at 5am on I March to find conditions little better than before; it was
still snowing and visibility was about 50 m. We marched by compass and in the
afternoon at last reached the Argentine side of the ice-cap; we could see blue
sky again and away in the north the dark peak of FitzRoy. We were saved.

Our patient took a turn for the worse, so at 7pm we had to stop, and pitched
camp near the foot of a nunatak.

Jext day we marched south to the Upsala glacier and in the afternoon reached
the crevassed area, but we got out of this the next day and the same afternoon
reached the left bank of the Upsala glacier. By now we should have got on to
Shipton's 1961 route (see A.J. 67 250). After a rest day we continued down the
Upsala glacier on 5 March. On the sixth we abandoned our tent, thinking
that we should reach Estancia Cristina the same day. After an ascent of 400 m
we attained the crest of the ridge and looked down on to the Cristina valley
and Lago Anita. We had abandoned all our rock-climbing equipment and we
took half a day to descend the 300 m rock wall to the valley. That night we had
to bivouac on the shore of Lago Anita.

J27 Cordon Riso Patron The party climbed Peak 6, and passed through the
col between it and Peak $. Expedition photo. See also [74J
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Finally, at 3.lspm on 7 March, two months after landing at Exmouth fjord, we
reached Estancia Cristina and were warmly welcomed by Mr Masters and his
family. We were then carrying only nine kilos per man. H. Sakagami

FITZROY GROUP

Japanese party 1969 This party of five (leader M. Yokota) repeatedly at
tempted both Cerro Torre (by the British 1968 route-A.J. 73 186) and Cerro
FitzRoy, but were defeated by the weather, which gave only ten fine days in
three months. The lower half of the Italian route on the Cerro Torre appeared
impossible, on account of a rock-collapse.

Cerro Torre: Italian attempt by West face 1970 This face, originally
attempted by Walter Bonatti and Carlo Mauri in 1958 (A.i. 63259), was again
attempted by a nine-man Italian party, led by Mauri, who reached within 600 ft
of the summit in late January before being forced back by bad weather. Up
to that point the climbing was mainly on very steep ice under threat of ava
lanches.

FitzRoy, third ascent, December 1968 See A.i. 74131,274.

LAGO ARGENTINO AREA

First ascent of Cerro Norte 1970 A party from the Club Andino Bariloche
(E. Curioni, A. Nikolic, M. Serrano, J. and P. Skvarca) visited the area to the
north-west of Lago Argentino [126] and climbed Cerro Bertachi on 8 January
(first ascent); on the following day they did Cerro 29 October and Cerro
Santa Cruz. The technical difficulties were not great.

The brothers Skvarca then renewed their attempts on Cerro Norte, a very
important peak between Lago Argentino and Lago Viedrna [126], which they
had tried three times previously (A.A.J. I¢9 447). They reached the summit
on 5 February by the West face, which gave technical rock and ice climbing.
Although not as impressive in form as FitzRoy, this was one of the few impor
tant mountains not climbed in the region, Cerro Mura1l6n remaining as one
of the others. Vojslav Arko

CORDILLERA DEL PAINE

Attempt on Cathedral 1969-']0 Approaching from Pudeto and along the Lago
Grey (map A.i. 73 14S) our small party (David England, Alistair McArthur,
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Roger and Elspeth Whewell and myself) put a camp at the foot of the Olguin
glacier behind the Paine Grande. The ice-fall gave very interesting and
enjoyable climbing through giant seracs, and Roger and I, planning to climb
the mountain Alpine-style, bivouacked on the side of the glacier above the ice
fall. On 3 January, in perfect weather, we reached the foot of the West ridge of
the Cathedral by 8am, and optimistically hoped to be up and down that day.
The 2000 ft ridge looked easy and was only about 35° in overall angle; we hoped
to avoid the three vertical/overhanging sections on the face.

In fact, on arrival we were horrified to find that the ridge was completely
knife-edged, with a 1000 ft drop on the far side. The rock was smooth and there
were no good cracks. By early afternoon, after some difficult ice-climbing up
a shallow gully on the face, we could still not get on to the ridge, and were
only really scratching the surface of the mountain. The vertical sections on the
ridge above appeared to have no cracks or continuous lines, there was no sign
of an alternative route, so we retreated.

Despite our warnings of the difficulty, two Chilean groups combined to form
a large party to try the Cathedral later in January and February, but they were
also unsuccessful, and made less progress on the mountain than we had.

Derek Walker

Paine Grande Norte, 2760 m, and Cerro Olguin, 2300 m, first ascents 1969
A Japanese party climbed the northernmost-and last virgin-summit of the
Paine Grande in January.

On 7 January Camp I was established on the left bank of the Olguin glacier
at 1500 m under the West wall of Paine Grande Norte. On the 22nd the first
attacking party, T. Matsuzawa and Y. Adachi, had to bivouac behind a rock in
the middle of the second snow-field. Next day they reached the fourth snow
field at 4pm and bivouacked on a small terrace, but on the 24th shortage of
equipment and the bad weather compelled them to return to Camp I, where
they arrived at 6pm.

The second assault party, A. Miyashita and K. Shirokura, were no more
successful and did not get beyond the top of the second snow-field, where they
had to bivouac.

The third and final attempt was made by Matsuzawa and Y. Kohata, and by
5pm on 29 January they had reached the fourth snow-field, where they
bivouacked. Leaving at 8.45am next day they passed over the fourth and fifth
snow-fields; a violent storm was blowing by the time they reached the arete at

16
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2pm. Higher up the ridge became a steep ice-wall. At 6.30pm the two climbers
reached the summit, the top of a 20 mhigh snow mushroom which was overcome
with the help of etriers. They started the descent almost at once, bivouacked
at the top of the wall and got back to Camp I next day-after fifty rappels.

In addition to this ascent Miyashita, Matsuzawa and Shirokura made the first
ascent of Cerro Olguin, 2300 m, on 19 January, and Adachi and Shirokura the
third of the Central Peak of Paine Grande. Other members of the party made
a reconnaissance of the Dickson glacier.

Cerro Planchon, 2450 m, first ascent 1969 by T. Takahashi and K. Suzuki,
members of the Tokyo University of Technology expedition, followed next
day by R. Fujii and M. Miyazaki. Planchon means 'Perpetual Snow'.

Czechoslovakian expedition 1969 This party (leader Zdeneck Vic) from
the city of Ostrava, reinforced by four Chileans, made the first ascent of the
southern summit of Paine Chico, c 8300 ft, on 13 February (Peter Baudis,
Pavel Kilmza, Ludwick Zahoransky). A second success was reported when,
after reconnaissances and attempts, a peak of the Olguin group was ascended
for the first time, by Vaclan Sagan, Jiri Tomcala and Jaromir Volny, who
proposed for their mountain the name of 'Cerro Ostrava' (c 7500 ft). Finally, an
ice-peak, over 7000 ft, in the Frances valley, was ascended on 21 February by
Leos Horka, Klimza and the Chilean Gaston Oyarzun; proposed name for this
peak: Trono Blanco ('White Throne).

Future prospects The unciimbed peaks in the Paine (see Clough's article,
A.i. 73 153) will all give extremely difficult climbing, as hard as, or maybe
harder, than the routes on the Towers, Fortress and Shield. It is not easy to
recommend a reasonable objective, and perhaps future British expeditions to
Patagonia should consider the example of the recent New Zealand expedition
to the northern ice-cap, which, apart from making the second ascent of San
Valentin, also climbed eleven new peaks (see above). This type of expedition
may well prove to be more satisfying and rewarding than one to the Paine,
where the combination of extreme technical difficulty and poor weather
limit the chances of success. Derek Walker
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